Abstract. A transformational programming approach is proposed as a means for developing a class of parallel algorithms from clear functional speci cations to e cient n e t works of communicating sequential processes (CSP). A foundation for the systematic re nement of functional speci cations into CSP processes is established. Techniques for exhibiting implicit parallelism in functional speci cation are developed. Their use is illustrated by deriving new e cient parallel algorithms to several problems. Derivation and reasoning are conducted in an equational style using the calculus for program synthesis developed by Bird and Meertens.
Introduction
Many algorithms are best abstracted as the input-output functions that they represent. For such algorithms, the functional programming style (FP) seems to o er an ideal framework for formulating their speci cations, proving their properties and presenting their developments. However, at present, it may not be adequate for expressing their e cient parallel implementations. The latter task seems to be better achieved in a CSP-like framework since, through its communication primitives and parallel composition operators, CSP o ers opportunities for expressing any desirable parallelism and therefore, by exploiting parallel machines, a potential for e cient implementations.
Since it is our intention to use the FP notation for speci cation but the CSP notation for implementation, the fundamental questions which w e h a ve t o address are: what does it mean for a given FP speci cation to be correctly implemented as a CSP process and how can an implementation be derived from its speci cation? Therefore, the rst objective of this paper is to establish a foundation for the systematic re nement of functional speci cations into CSP processes.
Clear functional speci cations of applications such as sorting, graph searching algorithms, text processing, database manipulations and optimisation problems BrW88, Brd84, Drl78] tend to be straightforward. Concurrency is not a part of the starting speci cations of these problems. The main motivation for using concurrency is to achieve speed. T ypically, parallelism and communications are introduced at a later stage in the development of these algorithms for the sole purpose of capturing the precise behaviour of a functionally equivalent but more e cient parallel algorithm.
Since parallelism is not a part of the starting functional speci cation of a system, the central problem which w e address is how t o d e v elop strategies and techniques for exhibiting implicit parallelism in the system at an abstract specication level. By exhibiting parallelism we m e a n decomposing the speci cation of a system into a collection of simpler speci cations of parallel processes with an appropriate interface between them. A signi cant c hallenge is how to obtain the speci cations of the local processes and their corresponding interface from the speci cation of the whole system. A much more important c hallenge, however, is how to ensure that the decomposition of the speci cation leads to an e cient parallel implementation.
Unlike other operational approaches for exhibiting ne parallelism at a low level (for example: parallelising sequential programs Mtr85, LnH82], Data-ow approaches Dnn85] and parallel graph reductions GRIP PCS87]) the approach adopted in this paper aims at exhibiting coarse and modular parallelism at a more abstract level. Another important di erence is that control is distributed throughout the network. E ciency is achieved by establishing direct communication between processes.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: section 2 contains a brief summary of the notation, in section 3 we establish the concept of re nement from functional speci cation to CSP processes, section 4 contains useful re nement rules that relates parameterised functional templates to parameterised processes and section 5 contains compositional re nement rules that facilitate the re nement of a combination of functional values into an appropriate combination of processes. A decomposition strategy for exhibiting parallelism in functional speci cations is introduced in section 6, its usefulness is illustrated on two c a s e stuies in section 7. In section 8, we s h o w h o w the decomposition strategy could becombined with other strategies such as partitions and divide and conquer in order to derive new e cient parallel algorithms.
Notation
Throughout this paper, we will use the functional notation and calculus developed by Bird and Meertens Brd86, B r M 8 6 , Brd88, BrW88] for specifying algorithmics and reasoning about them and will use the CSP notation and its calculus developed by Hoare Hor85] for specifying processes and reasoning about them. We give a brief summary of the notation and conventions used in this paper. The reader is advised to consult the above references for details.
Lists are nite sequences of values of the same type. The list concatenation operator is denoted by + + and the list construction operator is denoted by : . The elements of a list are displayed between square brackets and separated by comas. Functional application is denoted by a space and functional composition is denoted by . F unctions are usually de ned using higher order functions or by sets of recursive equations. The operator (pronounced \map") takes a function on its left and a list on its right and maps the function to each element o f t h e list. Informally, w e h a ve: f a 1 a 2 a 2 ] = f(a 1 ) f (a 2 ) f (a n )] The operator = (pronounced \reduce") takes a binary operator on its left and a list on its right. It can be informally described as follows ( )= a 1 a 2 a n ] = a 1 a 2 a n Another useful operator (pronounced \ lter") takes a predicate p and a list s and returns the sublist of s consisting, in order, of all those elements of s that satisfy p.
We use identi ers with lower case letters to name functional values and with upper case letters to name processes. The noptation v :: A stands for the value v is drawn from the type A.
We w i l l u s e P R O C to denote the space of CSP processes including vectors of processes (that is the space of functions which return processes). In order to concisely describe structured networks of processes we nd it very convenient to use, in addition to the CSP notation, functions which return processes, such as P R O D , M A P , F I L T E R , I N S E R T , a n d M E R G E (see section 4) and FP operators such as map ( ) and reduce (= ). Functions which return processes are treated as ordinary functions which can be, in particular, applied to values, composed with other functions and supplied as arguments to other higher order functions. In particular, if F is a function which returns processes, that is F :: T ! P R O C , is an associative CSP operator and a 1 a 2 a n ] is a list of values drawn from T, w e h a ve F a 1 a 2 a 2 ] = F(a 1 ) F (a 2 ) F (a n )] ( )= F a 1 a 2 a n ] = F(a 1 ) F(a 2 ) F(a n )
For examples, we h a ve
a n ] = F(a 1 ) jj F(a 2 ) jj j j F(a n ) The network of chaining n copies of the process C O P Ycan be described by ( )= F 1 n] WHERE F :: Nat ! P R O C F (i) = C O P Y Occasionally, w e will underline a symbol,such a s F, in order to emphasize the fact that it is a function which returns processes. We will also use the notation F(x) instead of (F x) to denote the process obtained by applying the function F to the value x. When parsing expressions, we assume that functional application has the highest precedence and associates to the left but all other FP operators have equal precedence and associate to the right. For example, the expression 3 Re nement from FP to CSP
The basic idea
We can view a function as a system which takes values as input and returns values as output. For example, the factorial function de ned by the equations: factorial :: Nat ! Nat factorial 0 = 1 factorial (n + 1 ) = ( n + 1 ) (factorial n)
can be viewed as a speci cation of a process F A C T O R I A L with one input channel, say left, and one output channel, say right. Observations on these channels should agree with the functionality o f factorial. F or example, if the value 5 is communicated on the input channel, the value communicated on the output channel should be the same as that of the expression (factorial 5) . In CSP we are only interested in the external behaviour of the process F A C T O R I A L which, in this case, can be captured as follows: 
After receiving an input, this process immediately outputs its double. A semantically di erent CSP process DOUBLES2 w h i c h also re nes the function doubles but accepts up to two inputs before producing any output is:
Yet another process DS which refines the function doubles but insists on consuming all the input messages before producing any output is:
The main advantage of using functions as speci cations of processes is that there could be several (possibly in nite) semantically di erent processes that intuitively implement a function. Some of these processes may be more suitable than others in the construction of speci c applications (especially in the context of parallel algorithms constuctions). Now let's consider functions which take more than one argument. Such a function can be viewed as a speci cation of a function which returns processes. For example, the following function:
times :: Num ! Num] ! Num] times n s = map (n ) s can be seen as a speci cation which, for each n umber i, speci es a process T I M E S (i) that re nes the function (with one argument) (times i). A possible CSP process which satis es this speci cation is:
Observe that since doubles = ( times 2), the process T I M E S (2) is a re nement of the speci cation given by the function doubles .
C l a s s e s o f F P V alues
The type of an FP value serves two purposes. Firstly, it determines whether the value is to be re ned into a single CSP process (such a s doubles) o r i n to a funtion which returns processes (such a s times). Secondly, it determines the alphabet of the corresponding CSP process. Let F P V S be the space of denotable values which can be expressed in our functional notation and be the set of values which can be communicated over channels in CSP networks of processes. We assume that is a subset of F P V S 
Transformation of Data Values
We can view a data value v as a producer process which generates, according to a speci c protocol, the value v on its output channel. We will de ne a mapping P r d that transforms any data value v 2 D into a unique CSP producer process P r d ( A list of basic values will be modelled as a producer which outputs a stream of messages ending with a speci c symbol. We rst de ne the process E O T which outputs a single message eot, indicating the end of transmission, and then successfully terminates. That is E O T= ! eot ! S KIP
We also de ne the function P R O D that takes a list of values and returns a process that outputs the elements of the list (in the same order) on its output channel. P R O D is de ned as follows:
Finally, for any list s 2 A] s u c h t h a t A , w e de ne the producer process P r d (s) as follows:
Informally, w e h a ve P r d ( a 1 a 2 a n ]) =!a 1 ! !a 2 ! ! !a n ! !eot ! S KIP De nition 1. Given a CSP process P and a value v 2 T, where T is a type
containing data values, P is said to re ne (or correctly implement) v i P is identical to P r d (v) . That is:
Re nement of Simple Functions
A very special aspect of computable functions is that they can be de ned by application. This style is adopted as a de nition mechanism in many functional In this case, the producer P r d ( a 1 a 2 : : a k ]) generates the elements of the list, in the given order and ending with the message eot, and passes them to the consumer Q. A typical behaviour of the consumer is to repeatedly input some messages from the producer and output their doubles to the outside world such as:
This process repeatedly consumes one element o f t h e argument and produces one element of the result. The question now is: how c a n w e model the interactions between the producer and the consumer in CSP ?
The Feeding Operator We will model the producer/consumer interactions in CSP by a new parallel operator ( ) called feeding or injecting. To de ne this operator, observe t h a t the producer P is only capable of outputting messages but the consumer Q can input as well. The processes P and Q can be pictured as in Figure 1 .
. A producer and a consumer processes
The combination (P Q) is a form of parallel composition in which the output channel of P is connected to the input channel of Q. Communications between P and Q are synchronous. Furthermore, the common connecting channel is concealed from the environment. This de nition ensures that messages which are output by P are simultaneously input to Q. Observe that the process (P Q) is also a producer and can be composed with another consumer. The process (P Q) can be pictured as in Figure 2 .
The feeding operator is very similar to the CSP piping operator, , i n t h a t all messages output by the left operand are simultaneously input to the right operand. These two operators di er, however, in two aspects. Firstly, the left operand of has no input channels. Secondly, the concurrent termination of the compound (P Q) i s n o t s y n c hronized. In order to give an algebraic de nition of the operator , observe that its left operand takes one of ve possible forms:
CHAOS, S TO P, ! x ! P, P u Q and S KIPbut its right operand can take t wo additional forms: ?y ! Q(y) a n d ( ! y ! Q j?z ! R(z)). The algebraic de nition of the operator is given by a n umber of algebraic equations which s h o w h o w deals with each form of the operands. The equations are stated in such a w ay that any c a l l t o can be eliminated from any expression describing a process by pushing it inwards until it reaches the occurence of either S TO Por CHAOS.
These equations also allow the behaviour of an in nite or recursively de ned process to be explored as deeply as desired Hor90]. The f e e d i n d operator can be algebraically de ned by the following equations:
Distributivity Laws: All CSP operators are carefully de ned so that they distribute through non-determinism. The operator is no exception. C2.0 (!x ! P) S TO P = S TO P C2.1 (!x ! P) (?y ! Q(y))
Termination:
Special care has to be taken when dealing with termination of the combination (P Q). Synchronized termination is undesirable because this means all internal communications must happen even if they are not relevant to the external behaviour of the process (P Q). In the functional setting, this corresponds to imposing an unreasonable restriction that function application does not terminate unless the argument is completely consumed, even though it may not be needed. Therefore, it is necessary to insist that the termination of (P Q) should be solely controlled by t h e r i g h t operand Q. In other words, for a nondiverging process P, w e w ould like t o h a ve P S KIP= S KIP Hence, the termination laws are as follows:
T1 S KIP Q = S TO P Q T2 P S KIP= S KIP where P 6 = CHAOS
The above l a ws de ning can be used to calculate, for instance, the process P r d ( 4]) DOUBLES as follows:
f Folding g Finally, the feeding and the piping operators are related by the following law:
Processes Re ning Functions
Given a simple function f :: A ! B and a CSP process Q, What are the criteria for formally establishing whether Q is a re nement o f f?. For any v alue x in the domain of the function f, dom(f), the behaviour of applying the function f to the value x can be perceived in two di erent w ays. On t h e o n e h a n d , i t i s t h e result of interactions between the producer P r d (x) and the consumer Q, that is, P r d (x) Q. On the other hand, it is the process modeling the value (f x), that is, P r d (f x). If Q is a valid implementation of f, w e should expect that the processes P r d (x) Q and P r d (f x) t o b e i d e n tical. Therefore, the condition for establishing whether Q is a re nement o f f is
De nition 2. 
Re nement of Higher Order Functions
The re nement relation ( ) can be extended to higher order functions in H.
Recall that a typical function in H has the following type: 
Parametrised Re nement Rules
We w i l l n o w concentrate on establishing some general transformation rules which will directly re ne parameterised functional templates into parameterised CSP processes. This will allow a n y instance of the functional template to be directly re ned into the corresponding instance of the CSP template. The functional templates are generalizations of many useful functions which form the basic building blocks for the construction of more complex programs. We nd it convenient t o describe these rules using the notation (based on CIP84]): v # h c Q which means that the process Q is a re nement of the functional value v provided that the condition c holds.
The correctness proof of these rules is based on structural induction over lists. The proofs also make use of algebraic properties of some CSP operators such as sequential composition, pre xing and parallel composition in addition to several algebraic identities concerning P R O D and P r d .
The notation ( 6 e) stands for the right reduce operator (also known as \foldr"). Informally, w e h a ve:
( 6 e) a 1 a 2 a n ] = a 1 (a 2 (a n e) ) P r d Laws
We will make use of the following laws concerning the sequential composition operator ( ): 
Note that in these re nement rules, type variables such a s , and can only be substituted for types containning basic va l u e s s o t h a t v alues communicated by the corresponding CSP process are indeed drawn from .
Proof. We need to prove that f F, t h a t i s 8 s 2 dom(f) P r d (s) F = P r d (f s) 
Example map: Given a function f :: ! , the function f :: ] ! ], is a list homomorphism. Therefore, f can be re ned into the following process M A P (f):
by expanding P R O D (f x]), the above process can be rewritten as:
Since this re nement is valid for any function f, that is 8 f (f ) M A P (f), we infer that the process M A Pre nes the higher order function map i.e. map M A P .
Example lter: Given a predicate p :: ! Bool, the lter function (p/) ::
] ! ] takes a list of values s and returns the sublist of s whose elements satisfy p. Since the function p/ is a list homomorphism, it can be directly re ned into the following process F I L T E R (p):
By simple algebraic manipulations, unfolding p / x], the above process can be transformed to:
Since the re nement lter p F I L T E R (p) holds for any predicate p, w e h a ve: lter F I L T E R .
Re nement Rule 2
This rule is very similar to RR1 except that the de nition of f involves case analysis. In this rule, the case analysis is simply shifted into the CSP template. 
The proof of this rule is straightforward by induction and case analysis. 
OTHERWISE
We have already established that the identity function over lists id L can be re ned into the process C O P Y. Therefore, by applying RR2 , the function (insert a) can be re ned into the following CSP process I N S E R T (a):
By expanding P R O D and E O T, the above de nition can be written as
Compositional Re nement Rules
What can we do with functions? apply them to values, compose them, and re ne them into various implementations. The re nement rules below map operations on functions to operations on processes so that if v is a combination of two v alues v 1 and v 2 using an F P operation, say combine:
then v can be re ned into a process which is obtained from P 1 , a re nement o f v 1 , and P 2 , a re nement o f v 1 , using a CSP operation, say compose, as follows: v compose(P 1 P 2 ) These rules will facilitate the modular and systematic re nement of functional speci cations into CSP processes. In what follows, we will use the type variables T, T 1 and T 2 to stand for any t ype but the variables , , a n d to stand for types containing data values only.
Simple Function Application
The rst rule associates the application of simple functions with the feeding operator (see section 3.5):
Higher Order Function Application
The second rule associates the application of higher order functions with parameter instantiation:
The correctness of this rule follows from the de nition of h H.
Simple Function Composition
The composition of simple functions can be re ned by the CSP piping operator. 
Higher Order Function Composition
The following rule allows a trivial re nement of (h g) from the re nement of h :: T 2 ! ( ! ).
The correctness of this rule directly follows from the de nition of h H.
Conditional
This rule associates case analysis in F P with case analysis in C S P :
The proof of this rule immediately follows from case analysis on whether the predicate b holds.
Non-Determinism Re nement
In development, non-determinism re nement can be applied after functional renement and this will result in functional re nement. In other words, if a functional value v is re ned (using ) into a process Q, and Q is re ned, using non-determinism re nement ( v), into a process R, t h e n R is a re nement ( u nder ) o f v. This result can be shown by case analysis on whether the value v is
The correctness of this rule directly follows from the facts that v (Q u R) and (Q u R) v Q.
Function Decomposition Strategies
The fundamental objective o f t h e function decomposition strategy is to transform a given algorithmic expression into a new form in which the dominant term is expressed as a composition of an appropriate collection of functions. The decomposition of a function h can be concisely captured by expressing it, for some list of functions fs, i n t h e f o l l o wing form:
( )= fs
Another form which will often be used to succinctly capture the decomposition of h is ( )= f s where f is a higher order function and s is a list of values, say a 1 a 2 a k ].
In this case, we h a ve h = ( )= f a 1 a 2 a k ] = ( )= f a 1 f a 2 f a k ] = ( f a 1 ) (f a 2 ) : : : (f a k )
Re nement t o CSP
The main motivation for the function decomposition strategy is the result, shown in section 5.3, that the composition of simple functions can be naturally re ned by the CSP piping operator as follows RL1 f :: ! g :: ! g f # h f F^g G F G By an inductive argument, using the associativity o f , this result can be generalised so that the composition of any nite list function fs, s a y f 1 f 2 : : f n;1 f n ], can be re ned into the piping of the list of processes F n F n;1 : : F 2 F 1 ] p r ovided that for each index i, 1 i n, the process F i re nes the function f i . Another general re nement l a w which will be frequently used is: 
Pipe Patterns
We consider a number of general recursive functional patterns, we c a l l pipe p atterns, that can be systematically transformed into pipes of linearly connected CSP processes. Theses patterns encapsulate algorithmic de nitions which are frequently encountered in functional speci cations. Parallelism is exhibited by using the function decomposition strategy. The underlying technique for achieving decomposition is called \recursion unrolling".
Pipe patterns are generally suitable for e cient large scale parallel implementations. Processes in the pipe are usually instantiations of a single CSP process. Therefore, in development w e only need to transform a single function into an appropriate CSP process. This aspect greatly facilitates the design of the underlying algorithm, the argument for its correctness, its presentation and its e cient implementation. The pipe pattern which will be used most frequently is Now provided that f F, spec(s) can be re ned into the following network of communicating processes S PE C(s) = P r d (e) ( )= F (reverse s)
The proof of this result directly follows from RL3 and the re nement of function application. If the list s contains n values, that is s = a 1 a 2 a n ], then spec s can be implemented as a pipe of (n + 1 ) processes. Processes in the pipe are mainly instantiations of a single process F. The network S PE C( a 1 a 2 a n ]), can be pictured as follows: In order to ensure e ciency of the resulting parallel implementation S PE C( a 1 a 2 a n ]), the function f must satisfy some additional requirements ??.
Another recursion unrolling rule RU2 which is similar to RU1 except that spec is inductively de ned over the natural numbers is:
Recursion Unrolling (RU2) spec :: Nat ! f :: Nat ! ( ! ) e :: spec 0 = e spec (n + 1 ) = f (n + 1 ) ( spec n) l h spec n = (( )= f (reverse 1 n])) e If F is a re nement of f, that is f F, spec n can be implemented as a network of (n + 1) similar CSP processes as follows S PE C(n) = P r d (e) ( )= F 1 n] 
Hence, sort(s) can be implemented as the following network S O R T(s) of communicating processes:
S O R T(s) = E O T (( )= INS E R T (reverse s))
The network S O R T( a 1 a n ]) can be pictured as in gure 4. To analyse the time complexity of the network for a list of n elements T(S O R T n ), observe that the rst element of the result is output on the external channel after n steps, after which the remaining elements of the sorted list will be repeatedly output after two steps interval (one communication and one comparaison). Hence, T(S O R T n ) = O(n). Therefore, using n parallel processes, the parallel implementation of sort shows an O(n) speed up over its sequential implementation. 
Parallel Generation of Prime Numbers
Consider constructing a pipe of processes to generate, in increasing order, all prime numbers which are less than a given bound, say k. A functional speci cation of the algorithm can be stated as follows:
sift (n: s) = n: ( n notdiv) (sift s) n notdiv x = ( x mod n 6 = 0 )
By matching this with the pipe p attern general form, we g e t sift (n: s) = f n (sift s) f n t= n: ( n notdiv) t Therefore, provided f F, ( sift s) can be implemented as the following network S IFT(s) of communicating CSP processes S IFT(s) = E O T (( )= F (reverse s))
Hence, we h a ve The timed behaviour of the network PRIMESTO(8) can be depicted as in gure 7. This diagram shows how the behaviour of each process in the network might e v olve with time.
The time complexity of a sequential implementation of primesto(n) i s O(n 2 ) but the time complexity of its parallel implementation as a network of n communicating processes P R I M E S T O (n) i s O(n).
Combining Divide and Conquer Strategies and Decompositions
A w ell known programming paradigm for the construction of e cient algorithms is the divide and conquer strategy. The essence of the strategy is to divide the problem into parts and construct a solution to the problem by combining the solutions to the parts. Typically, the solution has the following form This strategy is very useful for tackling problems which operate on large sets of data. It is also particularly useful for exhibiting parallelism in these problems. The underlying techniques for achieving this is to partition the data into parts, compute in parallel the solutions to all the parts, and combine in parallel these intermediate solutions to form a solution to the whole.
The divide and conquer paradigm has been used in transformational programming as a strategy for deriving e cient sequential algorithms from high level speci cations Drl78, BrM93]. We will show h o w this strategy can be smoothly combined with the decomposition strategy in order to derive e cient parallel algorithms from their speci cations.
Partition
Our main aim is to derive a pipe pattern version of solve, say pisolve, which exploits the partitioning of the underlying data in order to exhibit parallelism and achieve e ciency. Finally, w e h a ve shown that, provided f F, t h e above p i p e pattern can be implemented as a network of communicating CSP processes as follows.
PISOLV E(s) = E O T (( )= F (parts s))
Assuming that we h a ve combine C, and since f = combine solve, w e g e t f = combine solve f Definition g C solve f Refinement of ( ) section 5.4 g Therefore, we can choose F to be C solve. T h a t i s w e h a ve P I S O R T (s) = E O T (( )= F (parts s)) F(v) = M E R G E (sort v) For any list t, the function merge(t) can be re ned into the process M E R G E (t) as follows:
M E R G E (t) = ? x ! M R G (x t) M R G (x t) = ( P R O D (t) E O T < j x = eot j > !x ! C O P Y < j t = ] j > !(hd t) ! M R G (x tl t) < j (hd t) < x j > !x ! ?x ! M R G (x t) ) This completes the derivation of the network P I S O R T (s).
An Optimal-Work Parallel Sorting Algorithm
To analyse the time complexity of the pipe network, we assume that the length of the sequence to be sorted is n, t h e n umber of processors ava i l a b l e i s ( p + 1 ) and the list is partitioned into p segments of equal size, say k. That is, we h a ve n = p k To determine the time required for the rst message to appear on the external channel, FO , observe that each process initially needs to (internally) sort a sequence of length k. This task can be achieved by all the processes, in parallel, in O(k log k) steps. Then after p comparisons the rst message can be output on the external channel of the pipe. Hence, we h a ve: FO = T(sort k) + p = O(k log k) + p Thereafter, the elements of the sorted sequence successively appear on the external output channel within two time units (one comparison and one communication) each. Thus, the time complexity of the algorithm is T(P I S O R T n ) = FO + 2 n = O(k log k) + p + 2 n = O(k log k) + O(n) For p = l o g n, w e h a ve k = n div log n. W e also have k log k k log n (n div log n) log n n Hence, T(P I S O R T n ) = O(k log k) + O(n) = O(n) + O(n) = O(n) Thus with only log n processors P I S O R T sorts a sequence of length n in linear time. It also uses linear space. Hence, P I S O R T is an optimal-work parallel algorithm which is suitable for VLSI implementation.
Conclusion
We have proposed a transformational programming approach for the development of parallel algorithms from lucid functional speci cations to networks of CSP processes. We h a ve given several illustrative examples where, by applying this approach, a substantial gain in e ciency is achieved and the time complexity of the problem under consideration is reduced. Among these solutions is a new optimal parallel sorting algorithm which w as discovered by systematically applying this approach.
We have established a mathematical foundation for the re nement of FP speci cations to CSP processes and we have given a number of compositional laws which greatly facilitate this re nement. We h a ve d e v eloped techniques and strategies for exhibiting parallelism in functional speci cations and showed how this parallelism can be e ciently realized in CSP. W e h a ve s h o wn that by relating the Functional Programming and the CSP elds we w ere able to exploit a well established body of FP programming paradigms and transformation techniques in order to develop e cient CSP processes. It is interesting to note the simplicity with which the re nement is done and the conciseness of the resulting CSP programs.
